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iv SECTION I 
FARM MANAGEMENT DATA BANK 
SAS DATA FILE 
N01E: The Farm Management Data Bank contains 483 variables per farm for approximately 2,300 to 3,000 
farms for the years 1973 through 1992 and 689 variables per farm for about 2,300 to 2,500 farms for 1993 and 
future years.  Variable #'s 484-689 were added in 1993.  Variables added or revised in the period 1973-93 were 
as follows: 
VARIABLES REVISED 1976: 
019,020,026,027,028,029,034 
VARIABLES NEW 1977: 
471-479 
VARIABLES NEW 1979 AND REVISED 1980: 
024, 025, 033 
VARIABLES NEW/REVISED 1980: 
030-032, 222-251, 258-259, 285-288, 466-467, 480-483 
VARIABLES REVISED 1982: 
468-470 
VARIABLES ADDED 1993: 
484-689 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Section I outlines indepth the whole-farm variables stored on the Farm Management Whole-Farm Data Bank, 
SAS Data File.  This file contains 483 variables per farm for approximately 2,300 to 3,000 farms for the years 
1973  through  1992 and 689 variables per farm  for  about 2,300  to 2,500 farms  for  1993  and future years. 
Subsequent years' data will be added to the overall file when made available.  Other SAS data files  can be 
developed from this comprehensive data bank, such as a file that contains only farms that have continuous data 
for a given period. 
The data sources are farms enrolled in the Kansas Farm Management Association program.  For each farm, 
the variable values are on a per operator basis, except for "Gross Value of Crops (451): which includes the 
landlord's share of the value of crop production.  Except where indicated by decimal format, the values are 
whole numbers.  Section II titled "K-MAR-105 Directory and Raw Data File" provides additional information 
on the source of the data as obtained from the Kansas Farm Management Association Account Book and the 
K-MAR-105 Year-End Whole-Farm Business and Enterprise Analysis program. 
The SAS Data File provides a means whereby extension, instruction, and research personnel can easily access 
the  data  bank  to  obtain  information  for  numerous  projects.  Every  user,  through  the  Department  of 











FARM MANAGEMENT DATA BANK 
SAS DATA Fll..E' 
1993-
ITEM  EXPLANATION 
Farm Number and Year of Data 
I  -- Association Number 
2-3 -- County Number 
4-8 -- Farm Number 
9-10 -- Year of Data 
Farm Type Code 
1976-Present:  Farm  typing  is  done  by  labor 
utilization.  For farms to be classified as a single 
enterprise  farm,  70  percent  of the  total  labor 
must be utilized with that enterprise; whereas in 
a  dual  enterprise farm  type,  35  percent of the 
total labor must be utilized with each enterprise. 
(See Appendix Table A  for  a  definition of the 
various farm types). 
Crop Acres 
Total (owned and rented) crop acres. 
Harvested Acres 
Provides  information on harvested  acres.  This 
variable, in conjunction with total crop acres, can 
be used  to  determine the amount of cropland 
that  is  summer  fallowed,  left  idle,  or  in 
government programs 
PMWU -- Production Man Work Units 
Each  acre  of  each  different  crop  and  each 







·The decimal format is indicated for those variables that carry a decimal.  For example, the variable "Crop 
Acres" has a decimal format of 9(6).9, which means that there are 6 digits before the decimal and one digit 








ITEM - EXPlANATION 
fraction of a to-hour day or productive man work 
units. 
Crop labor standards were revised  in 1990 and 
1991.  The current labor standards are also listed 
in  KSU  Farm  Management  Guide,  MF-670, 
"Labor Standards for Forward Planning". 
Capital Managed (S) 
Total farm assets plus value of rented land. 
Gross Farm Income ($)1 
Total farm income computed on accrual basis. 
Net Farm Income ($)1 
Equals Gross Farm Income minus cash operating 
expense minus depreciation.  Represents a return 
to operator's unpaid labor, management, and net 
worth. 
Farm Summary Usage Code 
o  -- Farm was used in Summary and Analysis 
Report 
1 -- Farm  was  not  used  in  Summary  and 
Analysis Report 
.If a farm  is  coded "I", then the Extension Association 
Economist determined that this  farm's data were not 
complete or the farm was  not typical  of farms in  the 
county or region.  Thus, the farm was  removed from 
that year's Summary and Analysis Report. 
Family Living Summary Usage Code 
o  -- Family living data were used in Summary 
and Analysis Report 
-1  -- Family  living  data  were  not  used  in 








ITbe variables "Gross Farm Income" and "Net Farm Income" include off-farm income such as custom work, 








ITEM - EXPLANATION 
If  family living data are coded "1",  then the Extension 
Association  Economist  determined  that  this  farm's 
family  living data were not complete or the expenses 
were  not  typical  of farms  in  the  county  or region. 
Thus, the family  living data were removed  from  that 
year's Summary and Analysis Report. 
Business Organization Type 
1 -- Corporations 
2 -- Partnership, Owner 
3 -- Partnership, Part-Owner 
4 -- Partnership, Tenant 
5 -- Sole Proprietor, Owner 
6 -- Sole Proprietor, Part-Owner 
7 -- Sole Proprietor, Tenant 
Owner,  part-owner,  and  tenant  classification 
based  entirely on whether owned and/or rented 
crop acres. 
Tax Code 
a  -- Cash 
1 -- Accrual 
Variable has no real importance, because all income is 
computed on accrual basis. 
Number of Operators 
Represents number of unpaid operators.  In the 
case  of corporations,  shareholders'  salary  was 
removed  from  labor  expense  and  number  of 
months of operator labor recorded under unpaid 
operator labor.  For a few  farms  each year, the 
Extension  Association  Economists  may  have 
recorded  zero  months  of unpaid  labor  for  an 
incorporated farm.  In these cases, the 
number of operators would be zero. 
Number of Men 
Number Family Dependents 
Total number of family dependents.  In cases of 












ITEM - EXPLANATION 
number  of family  dependents  will  be  for  the 
·primary" operator. 
Operator'S Age 
Age  of  the  operator.  For  partnership  and 
corporation farms,  the value for  operator's age 
will  be  for  the ·primary" operator.  For a  few 
corporation  farms,  no  primary  operator  was 
selected, and, thus, the value for operator's age 
will be zero. 
Oldest Child's Age 
Represents  age  of oldest 'child  correlated with 
variables "012" and "013".  This variable is used to 
develop the family living expense summaries in 
the Summary and Analysis Reports. 
















These variables  represent  family  living  expenditures,  taxes,  and  nonfarm 
income  and  expense.  The  nonfarm  income  values  represent  only  the 
information recorded in the farm  and home account books and, thus, may 
not represent the total nonfarm income. 
Family living  expenditures are provided  for  those producers  that  kept  a 
family  living  account  book.  A  test  for  specific variables,  such  as  food 
expenses  greater  than Sl,7oo.oo,  can  be  used  to determine which  farms 
provided a complete family living summary.  For other farms, the data may 
not be complete. 




Income, Social Sec., & Property Tax 
Food (S) 
Clothing (S) 
Household Operations (S) 
Personal-Recreation (S) 
Education (S) 
Furniture and Household Equipment (S) 
Gifts (S) 
Life Insurance (S) 
Deductible Nonfarm Expense 
























ITEM  EXPLANATION 
House Upkeep and Repairs ($) 
Utilities ($) 
Auto Expense ($) 
Total Itemized Deductions ($) 
Total Family Living ($) 
Miscel. Taxable Nonfarm Income ($) 
Nontaxable Income ($) 
Child Care ($) 
Wages ($) 
Rent &  Royalties ($) 
Dividends and Royalties ($) 
Nontaxable and Capital Receipts 
Nondeductible Nonfarm Receipts 
Nondeductible Transfers/Savings 
Nonfarm Business Expenses 
Nonfarm Capital Purchases 
LIVESTOCK FEED DISAPPEARANCE: 
035  Livestock Feed Disappearance ($) 
Represents  feed  disappearance,  both  raised  and 
purchased, computed  on a  dollar basis.  Price shifts 
from beginning and ending inventory will influence this 
value.  The value does not include wheat or cash crops, 
such as soybeans. 





These variables  represent  livestock-grain  sales  and  purchases.  For each 
specific type of livestock or crop, four values are provided:  TI (K-MAR-I05 
Code), units, pounds, and dollars.  For example, raised beef sales will have 
the following variables: 
036 -- Raised Beef Sales, TI =  11 
037 -- Raised Beef Sales, Units 
038 -- Raised Beef Sales, Pounds 
039 -- Raised Beef Sales, Dollars 
The units and pounds of  a livestock-grain sale or purchase were not recorded 
in most farm account books; thus, these values will be zero for most of the 
variables.  The TI (K-MAR-I05 code) value has no importance. 
Raised Beef Sales, TI =  11 
Raised Beef Sales, Units 
Raised Beef Sales, Pounds 

























































ITEM  EXPLANATION 
Raised Dairy Sales, TI = 12 
Raised Dairy Sales, Units 
Raised Dairy Sales, Pounds 
Raised Dairy Sales, Dollars 
Raised Sheep Sales, TI = 13 
Raised Sheep Sales, Units 
Raised Sheep Sales, Pounds 
Raised Sheep Sales, Dollars 
Raised Swine Sales, TI = 14 
Raised Swine Sales, Units 
Raised Swine Sales, Pounds 
Raised Swine Sales, Dollars 
Raised Poultry Sales, TI = 16 
Raised Poultry Sales, Units 
Raised Poultry Sales, Pounds 
Raised Poultry Sales, Dollars 
Raised Grain Sales, TI = 17 
Raised Grain Sales, Units 
Raised Grain Sales, Pounds 
Raised Grain Sales, Dollars 
Raised Hay and Forage Sales, TI = 18 
Raised Hay and Forage Sales, Units 
Raised Hay and Forage Sales, Pounds 
Raised Hay and Forage Sales, Dollars 
Raised Cash Crop Sales, TI = 19 
Raised Cash Crop Sales, Units 
Raised Cash Crop Sales, Pounds 
Raised Cash Crop Sales, Dollars 
Poultry Purchases, TI = 40 
!'oultry Purchases, Units 
Poultry Purchases, Pounds 
Poultry Purchases, Dollars 
Feed Purchases, TI = 44 
Feed Purchases, Units 
Feed Purchases, Pounds 
Feed Purchases, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales, TI = 61 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales, TI = 62 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Sales, TI  = 63 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Sales, Units 




















































ITEM - EXPLANATION 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales, TI = 64 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Sales, TI = 66 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Sales, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Sales, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales, TI = 67 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases, TI = 71 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases, TI = 72 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases, TI = 73 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases, TI = 74 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases, Units-
Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases, Dollars 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Purchases, TI = 76 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Purchases, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Purchases, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases, TI = 77 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases, Units 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases, Pounds 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Sales, TI = 81 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Sales, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Sales, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Sales, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales, TI = 82 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Sales, TI = 83 

























TIEM - EXPlANATION 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Sales, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Sales, DolJars 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales, TI - 84 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases, TI = 91 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases, TI = 92 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases, TI = 93 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases, TI = 94 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases, Units 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases, Pounds 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases, Dollars 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT 












These variables represent sales and purchases of  other livestock (horses, dogs, 
etc.);  miscellaneous  income; and  purchases of machinery, equipment, and 
buildings.  For each specific item, two values are provided:  TI (K-MAR-I05 
Code) and dolJars.  For example, raised, other livestock sales will  have the 
following two variables: 
156 -- Raised, Other Livestock Sales, TI = 15 
157 -- Raised, Other Livestock Sales, Dollars 
The TI (K-MAR-105  Code) value has no importance. 
Raised, Other Livestock Sales, TI = 15 
Raised, Other Livestock Sales, Dollars 
Machine Work, TI = 32 
Machine Work, Dollars 
Patronage Refunds, TI = 35 
Patronage Refunds, Dollars 
Gas Tax Refunds, TI = 37 
Gas Tax Refunds, DolJars 
Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Sales, TI = 65 
Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Sales, Dollars 
Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Purchases, TI = 75 
10 
9 (2) 



















ITEM  EXPlANATION 
Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Purchases, $$ 
Breeding Livestock, Other Livestock Sales, TI = 85 
Breeding Livestock, Other Livestock Sales, Dollars 
Basis of Machinery, Sold, TI =  90 
Basis of Machinery, Sold, Dollars 
Breeding Livestock, Other Livestock Purchases, TI· = 95 
Breeding Livestock, Other Livestock Purchases, $$ 
Motor Vehicle Purchases, TI = 96 
Motor Vehicle Purchases, Dollars 
Machinery-Equipment Purchases, TI = 97 
Machinery-Equipment Purchases, Dollars 
Building Purchases, TI = 98 
Building Purchases, Dollars 
Motor Vehicle - Machinery Sales, TI = 86 
Motor Vehicle - Machinery Sales, Dollars 
Building Sales, TI = 88 
Building Sales, Dollars 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT 










These variables  represent  the beginning  and  ending  inventory values  for 
livestock,  grain,  forage,  cash  crops, and  feed.  Each specific  item  has  the 
following six values:  beginning inventory of units, pounds, and dollars and 
ending inventory of units, pounds, and dollars.  For example, beeffeeders will 
have the following six variables: 
180 -- Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, Units  9 (7) 
181  -- Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, Pounds  9 (8) 
182 -- Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, DoIlars  9 (9) 
183 -- Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, Units  9 (7) 
184 -- Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, Pounds  9 (8) 
185 -- Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, DoIlars  9 (9) 
For  breeding  livestock,  the  beginning  and  ending  inventory  values  are 
lowered annuaIly from  the purchase cost until a salvage value is  obtained. 
At that time, the value is held constant for approximately three to five years 
and is  not changed as market price fluctuates. 
Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Beef Feeders, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, Units 
Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Beef Feeders, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Beef Breeding Stock, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Beef Breeding Stock, Pounds 


















































ITEM - EXPlANATION 
Ending Inventory, Beef Breeding Stock, Units 
Ending Inventory, Beef Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Beef Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Units 
Ending Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Dairy Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Units 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Feeders, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Units 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Sheep Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Feeders, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Feeders, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Feeders, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Swine Feeders, Units 
Ending Inventory, Swine Feeders, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Swine Feeders, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Units 
Ending Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Swine Breeding Stock, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Poultry, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Poultry, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Poultry, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Poultry, Units 
Ending Inventory, Poultry, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Poultry, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Other Livestock-Futures, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Other Livestock-Futures, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Other Livestock-Futures, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Other Livestock Futures, Units 
Ending Inventory, Other Livestock-Futures, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Other Livestock-Futures, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Grain, Units 



























ITEM  EXPlANATION 
Beginning Inventory, Grain, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Grain, Units 
Ending Inventory, Grain, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Grain, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Hay and Forage, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Hay and Forage, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Hay and Forage, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Hay and Forage, Units 
Ending Inventory, Hay and Forage, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Hay and Forage, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Units 
Ending Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Cash Field Crops, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Feed, Units 
Beginning Inventory, Feed, Pounds 
Beginning Inventory, Feed, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Feed Units 
Ending Inventory, Feed, Pounds 
Ending Inventory, Feed, Dollars 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT 
MISCEL. ASSETS, LAND, MAcmNERY-EQUIPMENT, A1':ID BUllDING INVENTORIES: 
258 
These variables represent the beginning and ending inventory dollar values 
for  miscellaneous assets,  land,  motor vehicles,  machinery-equipment, and 
buildings.  Each specific item  will  have two  values:  beginning inventory 
dollars  and  ending  inventory dollars.  For example,  products  and  misc.-
livestock-crop supplies will  have the following two variables: 
258 -- Beginning Inventory, Products and Misc.- 9 (9) 
Livestock-Crop Supplies, Dollars 
259 -- Ending Inventory, Products and Misc. Livestock,  9 (9) 
Crop Supplies, Dollars 
Beginning in 1992, the values of motor vehicles, machinery-equipment, and 
buildings represent the management basis from the management depreciation 
schedule. 
Land is  revalued every five' years and then held at a constant value.  Land 
was  revalued in 1973, 1975, 1980, 1985, and 1990.  On a  given farm, land 
value may vary from year to year because of land sales and/or purchases. 































ITEM - EXPlANATION 
Ending Inventory, Products and Miscellaneous, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Fuel and Oil, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Fuel and Oil, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Miscellaneous Assets, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Miscellaneous Assets, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Motor Vehicles, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Motor Vehicles, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Machinery-Equipment, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, MaChinery-Equipment, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Buildings, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Buildings, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Owned Land, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Owned Land, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Cash and Misc., Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Cash and Misc., Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Seeds, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Seeds, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Fertilizer/Lime, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Fertilizer/Lime, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Herbicides!Insecticides, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Herbicides!Insecticides, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Crop Supplies, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Crop Supplies, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Livestock Supplies, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Livestock Supplies, Dollars 
Beginning Inventory, Crop Insurance, Dollars 
Ending Inventory, Crop Insurance, Dollars 





















Other Livestock, Futures, Accrual 
Milk Product Sales, Accrual 
Egg Sales, Accrual 
Grain, Accrual 
Hay and Forage, Accrual 
Cash Crops, Accrual 
Other Products Sales (Fruits, Wool, Hides, Other), 
Accrual 
Product Inventory Change 
Government Payments, Accrual 




9 (9) VARIABLE 
# 






ITEM - EXPLANATION 
Milk Product Sales 
Egg Sales 
Other Product Sales 
Government Payments 
Other Income 






































Fertilizer and Lime 
Machine Hire 
Organization Fees, Misc., Etc. 
Vet-Medicine-Drugs 
Crop Storage-Marketing 
Livestock Marketing and Breeding 
Gas-Fuel-Oil 
Real Estate Taxes 
Personal Property Taxes 
General Farm Insurance 
Telephone and Electricity 
Cash Farm Rent 






Expense Inventory Change 








UNPAID FAMILY lABOR AND NET WORm OPPOR'IUNI1Y cosr  CHANGE:  9 (9) 
These variables represent an opportunity cost charge on net worth and family 






ITEM - EXPLANATION 
Interest Rates: 
1973-81  -- 6.0% 
1982-1990 -- 10.0% 
1991-93 -- 8.0% 
Labor Rates/Operator: 
1973-79 -- $7,500 
1980-81  -- $10,000 
1982-90 -- $15,000 
1991-93 -- $22,500 
Interest Charge on Equity in Current and Intermediate 
Assets 
Interest Charge on Equity in Long-Term Assets (LaOO 
and Buildings) 
Charge for  Unpaid Family Labor 




These variables represent a residual return to capital managed and net worth 
and the change in net worth.  The rate of returns to capital managed and net 
worth  are obtained  after removing  a  charge for  operator labor  equal  to 
$7,500 for 1973-79, $10,000 for 1980-81, $15,000 for 1982-90, and $22,500 for 
1991-9310 the present and a management charge. 
Rate of Return on Capital Managed (%) 
Rate of Return on Net Worth (%) 











These variables represent farm size.  Current-intermediate assets and owned 
land value are the averages of the beginning and ending inventory values. 
Current-intermediate assets represent the value of all assets except land and 
buildings.  Rented land value represents the value at the end of the year. 
Total capital managed equals total assets  plus value of rented land.  The 
value of buildings can be obtained as  follows:  total capital managed minus 
rented land value minus owned land value minus current-intermediate assets. 
Current-Intermediate Assets 
Owned Land Value 
Rented Land Value 
Total Capital Managed 
ACRES-TOTAL, OWNED, AND REN1ED: 
These variables represent total acres operated, both owned and rented, with 
16 




















ITEM  EXPLANATION 
breakdown  by  irrigated  and  dryland  crops,  pasture,  and  farmstead-waste. 
Each specific item will  have three values:  total, owned, and  rented.  For 
example, acres operated will  have the following three variables: 
324 -- Acres Operated, Total 
325  -- Acres Operated, Owned 
326 -- Acres Operated, Rented 
Acres Operated, Total 
Acres Operated, Owned 
Acres Operated, Rented 
Irrigated Crop Acres, Total 
Irrigated Crop Acres, Owned 
Irrigated Crop Acres, Rented 
Dryland Crop Acres, Total 
Dryland Crop Acres, Owned 
Dryland Crop Acres, Rented 
Total Crop Acres, Total 
Total Crop Acres, Owned 
Total Crop Acres, Rented 
Pasture Acres, Total 
Pasture Acres, Owned 




CROP MACHINERY INVESTMENT AND COSTS: 
342 
343 
These  variables  represent  total  crop  machinery  investment  and  crop 
machinery costs.  Crop machinery investment is  equal to the average of the 
beginning and ending remaining basis (undepreciated value) values for motor 
vehicles and machinery-equipment used for crop production. 
Crop machinery costs equals:  (crop share of machinery repairs, gas-fuel-oil, 
farm  auto expense, motor vehicle depreciation, and  machinery-equipment 
depreciation)  plus  crop  machine  hire  expense  plus  opportunity  interest 
charge on crop machinery investment minus machine work income. 
Total Crop Machinery Investment 








Beef, Number Cows--Avg. No./Year 
Sheep, Number Ewes--Avg. No./year 
Swine Number Litters--Avg. No./year 
17 VARIABLE  DECIMAL 
#  rIEM - EXPLANATION  FORMAT 
347  Dairy, Number Cows--Avg.  No.!Year 
348  Poultry, Number Head--Avg. No.!Year 
689  Turkey, Number Head--Avg. No.!Year 
349  Beef, Number Calves Weaned 
517  Avg.  Calf Wean Wt., Pounds 
350  Sheep, Number Lambs Weaned 
351  Swine, Number Pigs Weaned  9 (7) 
518  % Births First 30 Days 
519  % Births Second 30 Days 
352  Beef Feeders, Avg.  Number Head Handled 
353  Sheep Feeders, Avg.  Number Head Handled  9 (7) 
354  Swine Feeders, Avg.  Number Head Handled 
355  Beef, Percent Calf Crop  9 (3).99 
356  Sheep, Percent Lamb Crop  9 (3).99 
357  Swine, Pigs Weaned per Litter  9 (3).99 
358  Dairy, Milk Receipts 
359  Poultry, Egg Receipts 
360  Beef, Accrual Dollar Production  9 (7) 
361  Sheep, Accrual Dollar Production 
362  Swine, Accrual Dollar Production 
CROPPRODUCTION-A~: 
363  Wheat, Total Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
364  Wheat, Owned Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
365  ~heat, Rented Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
366  Wheat, Total Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
367  Wheat, Owned Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
368  Wheat, Rented Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
369  Com, Total Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
370  Com, Owned Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
371  Com, Rented Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
372  Com, Total Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
373  Com, Owned Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
374  Com, Rented Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
375  Grain Sorghum, Total Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
376  Grain Sorghum, Owned Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
377  Grain Sorghum, Rented Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
378  Grain Sorghum, Total Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
379  Grain Sorghum, Owned Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
380  Grain Sorghum, Rented Dryland Acres  9 (4).9 
381  Soybeans, Total Irrigated Acres  9 (4).9 
















































ITEM - EXPLANATION 
Soybeans, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Soybeans, Total Oryland Acres 
Soybeans, Owned Oryland Acres 
Soybeans, Rented Oryland Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Total Irrigated Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Total Oryland Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Owned Oryland Acres 
Brome-Fescue Seed, Rented Oryland Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Total Irrigated Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Total Oryland Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Owned Oryland Acres 
Alfalfa Hay, Rented Oryland Acres 
Silage, Total Irrigated Acres 
Silage, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Silage, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Silage, Total Oryland Acres 
Silage, Owned Oryland Acres 
Silage, Rented Oryland Acres 
Other Grain, Total Irrigated Acres 
Other Grain, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Other Grain, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Other Grain, Total Oryland Acres 
Other Grain, Owned Oryland Acres 
Other Grain, Rented Oryland Acres 
Other Hay, Total Irrigated Acres 
Other Hay, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Other Hay, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Other Hay, Total Oryland Acres 
Other Hay, Owned Oryland Acres 
Other Hay, Rented Oryland Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Total Irrigated Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Owned Irrigated Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Rented Irrigated Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Total Oryland Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Owned Oryland Acres 
Other Cash Crops, Rented Oryland Acres 
Wheat, Owned Irrigated Production 
Wheat, Rented Irrigated Production 
Wheat, Owned Oryland Production 









































































ITEM - EXPLANATION 
Com, Owned Irrigated Production 
Com, Rented Irrigated Production 
Com, Owned Dryland Production 
Com, Rented Dryland Production 
Grain Sorghum, Owned Irrigated Production 
Grain Sorghum, Rented Irrigated Production 
Grain Sorghum, Owned Dryland Production 
Grain Sorghum, Rented Dryland Production 
Soybeans, Owned Irrigated Production 
Soybeans, Rented Irrigated Production 
Soybeans, Owned Dryland Production 
Soybeans, Rented Dryland Production 
Brome-Fescue, Seed, Owned Irrigated Production 
Brome-Fescue, Seed, Rented Irrigated Production 
Brome-Fescue, Seed, Owned Dryland Production 
Brome-Fescue, Seed, Rented Dryland Production 
Alfalfa Hay, Owned Irrigated Production 
Alfalfa Hay, Rented Irrigated Production 
Alfalfa Hay, Owned Dryland Production 
Alfalfa Hay, Rented Dryland Production 
Silage, Owned Irrigated Production 
Silage, Rented Irrigated Production 
Silage, Owned Dryland Production 
Silage, Rented Dryland Production 




These variables  represent  gross  value  of crops,  fertilizer  cost,  and  crop 
production  costs.  Gross  value  of crops  represents  the  total  value  of 
production from croptand, including the landlord's.  The variable includes 
insurance proceeds and government payments. 
Fertilizer cost represents the operator's share of fertilizer/lime. 
Crop production costs are defined as:  total crop expense plus opportunity 
cost charge on motor vehicles, machinery-equipment, and buildings minus 
unpaid operator and family labor minus interest paid minus cash rent minus 
opportunity cost charge on net worth minus machine work income. 
Total Gross Value of Crops 
Total Fertilizer Cost 
Total Crop Production Costs 
CURRENT AND LONG-lERM LOANS AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: 
These  variables  provide  financial  information  on  beginning  and  ending 














































ITEM  EXPlANATION 
long-term loans and accounts receivable are defined as: 
Current--l..ess than One Year 
Intermediate--One to Seven Years 
Long-Term--over Seven Years 
Current loans do not include the value of the current year's payments of 
intermediate and long-term loans. 
CUrrent Loans, Beginning Inventory 
CUrrent Loans, Ending Inventory 
Long-Term Loans, Beginning Inventory 
Long-Term Loans, Ending Inventory 
Current Accts. Receivable, Beginning Inventory 
Current Accts. Receivable, Ending Inventory 
Long-Term Accts. Receivable, Beginning Inventory 
Long-Term Accts. Receivable, Ending Inventory 
Current-Intermediate Assets to Current-Intermediate 
Loans Ratio, Beginning Inventory 
Current-Intermediate Assets to Current-Intermediate 
Loans Ratio, Ending Inventory 
Total Loans to Net Worth Ratio, Beginning 
Total Loans to Net Worth Ratio, Ending 
Capital Accounts, Beginning Inventory 
Capital Accounts, Ending Inventory 




These variables provide specifiC percentage values  that allow for the total 
division  of all  expenses  between  the crop  and  livestock  segments  of the 
business when used with the percentages stored on the main farm headers (in 
the raw data file). 
Crop Labor Percentage 
Crop CUrrent-Intermediate Asset Equity Opportunity 
Cost Charge Percent 
Crop Long-Term Asset Equity Opportunity Cost Charge 
Percent 
NONFARM ASSETS AND LOANS; IN1ERMEDIA'IE LOANS AND ACCfS. 
RECEIVABLE: 
471 
These variables  provide  financial  information  on  beginning  and  ending 
inventory values for nonfarm assets and loans and intermediate loans and 
account receivables. 






































rmM - EXPLANATION 
Nonfarm Cash, Ending Inventory 
Intermediate Loans, Beginning Inventory 
Intermediate Loans, Ending Inventory 
Nonfarm Loans, Beginning Inventory 
Nonfarm Loans, Ending Inventory 
Intermediate Accts. Receivable, Beginning Inv. 
Intermediate Accts. Receivable, Ending Inv. 
Beginning Inventory, Residence 
Ending Inventory, Residence 
Beginning Inventory, Nonfarm Investment 
Ending Inventory, Nonfarm Investment 
Beginning Inventory, Salable Stock 
Ending Inventory, Salable Stock 
Beginning Inventory, IRA, Annuity 
Ending Inventory, IRA, Annuity 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT 



















These variables provide financial information on the beginning and ending inventory values 
of accounts receivable for specific income items. 
Crop Insurance Proceeds, Beginning 
Crop Insurance Proceeds, Ending 
Custom Feeding, Beginning 
Custom Feeding, Ending. 
Machine Work, Beginning 
Machine Work, Ending 
Patronage Refunds, Beginning 
Patronage Refunds, Ending 
Government Payments, Beginning 
Government Payments, Ending 
Miscellaneous Income, Beginning 
Miscellaneous Income, Ending 
LivestOCk Income, Beginning 
Livestock Income, Ending 
Grain-Hay Income, Beginning 
Grain-Hay Income, Ending 
Resale-Other Income, Beginning 
Resale-Other Income, Ending 
EXPENSFJACCOUNTS PAYABLE:  9 (9) 
546 
547 
These variables provide fuiancial information on the beginning and ending 
inventory values of accounts payable for specific expense items. 
Labor Hired, Beginning 





























rrnM  EXPlANATION 
General Machinery Repairs, Beginning 
General Machinery Repairs, Ending 
Interest, Beginning 
Interest, Ending 
Feed Purchased, Beginning 





Machine Hire, Beginning 





Property Tax, Beginning 
Property Tax, Ending 
Farm Rent, Beginning 
Farm Rent, Ending 
Herbicide!Insecticide, Beginning 
Herbicide!Insecticide, Ending 
Other Accounts Payable, Beginning 
Other Accounts Payable, Ending 
Crop Insurance, Beginning 
Crop Insurance, Ending 














These variables  provide  financial  information  on specific  expense  items 
computed on the accrual basis.  Each expense item includes the following: 








Seed and Crop Insurance 





























Cash Farm Rent 
Organization Fees, Dues, Publications 
Real Estate Tax 
Personal Property Tax 
General Farm Insurance 
Utilities 
Crop Insurance 




















These variables represent specific grain, hay and forage, and cash crop sales. 
For each type of crop, three values are provided:  units, pounds, and dollars. 
For example, raised barley sales will have the following variables: 
599 -- Barley Sales, Units 
600 -- Barley Sales, Pounds 
601  -- Barley Sales, Dollars 
The units and pounds of a specific grain, hay and forage, and cash crop sale 
were not recorded in most farm  account books;  thus, these values will be 
zero for most of the variables. 
Barley Sales, Units 
aarley Sales, Pounds 
Barley Sales, Dollars 
Corn Sales, Units 
Corn Sales, Pounds 
Corn Sales, Dollars 
Grain Sorghum Sales, Units 
Grain Sorghum Sales, Pounds 
Grain Sorghum Sales, Dollars 
Oat Sales, Units 
Oat Sales, Pounds 
Oat Sales, Dollars 
Rye Sales, Units 
Rye Sales, Pounds 
Rye Sales, Dollars 
Wheat Sales, Units 
Wheat Sales, Pounds 
Wheat Sales, Dollars 























































rmM - EXPLANATION 
Triticale Sales, Pounds 
Triticale Sales, Dollars 
Other Grain Sales, Units 
Other Grain Sales, Pounds 
Other Grain Sales, Dollars 
Crop Insurance Proceeds, Units 
Crop Insurance Proceeds, Pounds 
Crop Insurance Proceeds, Dollars 
Grain Income, Units 
Grain Income, Pounds 
Grain Income, Dollars 
Alfalfa Sales, Units 
Alfalfa Sales, Pounds 
Alfalfa Sales, Dollars 
Brome!Fescue!Bermuda Sales, Units 
Brome!Fescue!Bermuda Sales, Pounds 
Brome!Fescue!Bermuda Sales, Dollars 
Prairie Hay Sales, Units 
Prairie Hay Sales, Pounds 
Prairie Hay Sales, Dollars 
Other Hay Sales, Units 
Other Hay Sales, Pounds 
Other Hay Sales, Dollars 
Com Silage Sales, Units 
Com Silage Sales, PoundS 
Com Silage Sales, Dollars 
Sorghum Silage/Other Silage Sales, Units 
Sorghum Silage/Other Silage Sales, Pounds 
Sorghum Silage/Other Silage Sales, Dollars 
Straw Sales, Units 
Straw Sales, Pounds 
Straw Sales, Dollars 
Cereal/Residue Pasture Sales, Units 
Cereal!Residue Pasture Sales, Pounds 
Cereal/Residue Pasture Sales, Dollars 
Temporary Pasture Sales, Units 
Temporary Pasture Sales, Pounds 
Temporary Pasture Sales, Dollars 
Hay & Forage Income, Units 
Hay & Forage Income, Pounds 
Hay &  Forage Income, Dollars 
Soybean Sales, Units 
Soybean Sales, Pounds 
Soybean Sales, Dollars 
Pinto Bean Sales, Units 
Pinto Bean Sales, Pounds 





























ITEM - EXPlANATION 
Brome-Fescue Seed Sales, Units 
Brome-Fescue Seed Sales, Pounds 
Brome-Fescue Seed Sales, Dollars 
Lespedeza-Clover Seed Sales, Units 
Lespedeza-Clover Seed Sales, Pounds 
Lespedeza-Clover Seed Sales, Dollars 
Cotton Sales, Units 
Cotton Sales, Pounds 
Cotton Sales, Dollars 
Popcorn Sales, Units 
Popcorn Sales, Pounds 
Popcorn Sales, Dollars 
Sunflower Sales, Units 
Sunflower Sales, Pounds 
Sunflower Sales, Dollars 
Alfalfa Seed Sales, Units 
Alfalfa Seed Sales, Pounds 
Alfalfa Seed Sales, Dollars 
Summer Fallow/Other Sales, Units 
Summer Fallow/Other Sales, Pounds 
Summer Fallow/Other Sales, Dollars 
Cash Crop Income, Units 
Cash Crop Income, Pounds 
Cash Crop Income, Dollars 
26 
DECIMAL 
FORMAT CODE  FARM TYPE 
01  Cash Crop Dryland 
02  Cash Crop Irrigated 
03  Cash Crop Irrigated Beets 
04  Stock-Ranch Cow Herd 
05  Cow Herd 
06  Dairy 
07  Sow &  Litter (Market) 
08  Sow &  Litter (Feeder Pig) 
09  Feeder Pig 
10  Ewe and Lamb 
11  Feeder Lamb 
12  Laying Hen 
13  Turkey 
14 
15  Backgrounding 
16 
17 
18  Beef-Finishing 
19  Backgrounding-Finishing 
20 
21  Cash Crop - Cow Herd 
22  Cash Crop - Dairy 
APPENDIX TABLE A 
FARM TYPE CODES 
CODE  FARM TYPE 
23  Cash Crop - Sow &  Litter (Market) 
24  Cash Crop - Sow &  Litter (Feeder Pig) 
25  Cash Crop - (Feeder Pig) 
26  Cash Crop - Ewe and Lamb 
27  Cash Crop - Feeder Lamb 
28  Cash Crop - Beef (Non-Cow Herd) 
29  Cash Crop - Laying Hen 
30  Beef - Swine 
31  Beef - Laying Hen 
32  Dairy - Swine 
33  Dairy - Beef 
34  Dairy - Laying Hen 
35  General Farm 
36  Cowherd - Backgrounding 
37  Cowherd - Finishing 
38  Cowherd - Backgrounding-Finishing 
39  Cash Crop - Backgrounding 
40  Cash Crop - Finishing 
41  Cash Crop - Backgrounding - Finishing 
42  Cash Crop - Beef 
43  Cash Crop - Swine 
44  Cash Crop - Sheep 
27 APPENDIX TABlE A 
RATIO FORMULAS" 
(1)  A grass operated 
A crops operated 
(2)  TCP 
TP 
(3)  dryJand crop P 
TCP 
(4)  beef cow P 
TP 
(5)  dairy P 
TP 
(6)  swine Jitters P 
TP 
(7)  ewe P 
TP 
(8)  laying hen P 
TP 
(9)  turkey P 
TP 
(11)  beef backgrounding P + beef grazing P 
TP 
(14)  beef finishing P + beef custom feeding P 
TP 
(15)  beef backgrounding P + beef grazing P + beef 
finishing P + beef custom feeding P 
TP 
(17)  sugar beet P 
TP 
(18)  feeder pig raised P 
feeder pig purchased P + feeder pig raised 
(19)  ewe P 
feeder lamb purchased P + feeder lamb raised 
(20)  feeder pig P plus feeder I1ig  I1urchaSed  P 
TP 
28 APPENDIX TABLE A 
RATIO FORMUlAS" (CONT.) 
(21)  ewe P plus feeder lamb purchases P 
TP 
(22)  total beef P 
TP 
(23)  total hog P 
TP 
(25)  number beef cows  - units of 5110 (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(26)  number dairy cows  - units of 512 (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(27)  number litters - units of 514 (1)  Farm Typing Card. 
(28)  number ewes - units to 513  (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(29)  number laying hens - units of 516 (1)  Farm Typing Card. 
(30)  number turkeys - units of 5163 (1) Farm Typing Card 
"Calculated from  Production Man Work Units (PMWU) except (1). 
PMWU's = P 
Acres = A 
Total crop PMWU's = TCP 
Total PMWU's = TP 
29 APPENDIX TABlE A 
RATIO FORMULAS" 
(1)  A grass 0Qerated 
A crops operated 
(2)  TCP 
TP 
(3)  da1and croQ  P 
TCP 
(4)  beef cow P 
TP 
(5)  dairy P 
TP 
(6)  swine litters P 
TP 
(7)  ewe P 
TP 
(8)  laying hen P 
TP 
(9)  turkey P 
TP 
(11)  beef backgrounding P + beef grazing P 
TP 
(14)  beef finishing P + beef custom feeding P 
TP 
(15)  beef backgrounding P + beef grazing P + beef 
finishing P + beef custom feeding P 
TP 
(17)  sugar beet P 
TP 
(18)  feeder Qig  raised P 
feeder p'ig purchased P + feeder pig raised 
(19)  ewe P 
feeder lamb purchased P + feeder lamb raised 
(20)  feeder Qig P Qlus  feeder Qig QurchaSed P 
TP 
28 APPENDIX TABLE A 
RATIO FORMULAS" (OONT.) 
(21)  ewe P plus feeder lamb purchases P 
TP 
(22)  total beef P 
TP 
(23)  total hog P 
TP 
(25)  number beef cows  - units of 5110 (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(26)  number dairy cows  - units of 512 (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(27)  number litters - units of 514  (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(28)  number ewes - units to 513  (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(29)  number laying hens - units of 516 (1) Farm Typing Card. 
(30)  number turkeys - units of 5163  (1) Farm Typing Card 
"Calculated from  Production Man Work Units (PMWU) except (1). 
PMWU's = P 
Acres = A 
Total crop PMWU's = TCP 
Total PMWU's = TP 
29 APPENDIX TABLE A 
METIlODS 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (4)  GTE 0.35 and (25)  GT 
10.0 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (5)  GTE 0.35  and (26)  GT 
10.0 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (6) GTE 0.35 and (18) GTE 
.55 
IF (2)  GTE 0.35 and (6)  GTE 0.35 and (18) LT 
.55 and (20) LT 0.35 
IF (2)  GTE 0.35 and  (18) LT .55 and  (20)  GTE 
0.35 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (7) GTE 0.35 and (19) GTE 
.55 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (21)  GTE 0.35 and (19) LT 
.55 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (8) GTE 0.35 
IF (22) GTE 0.35 and (23) GTE 0.35 
IF (22) GTE 0.35 and (8)  GTE 0.35  _ 
IF (23) GTE 0.35 and (5)  ~TE  0.35 
IF (5) GTE 0.35 and (22) GTE 0.35 
IF (5) GTE 0.35 and (8) GTE 0.35 
IF (4) GTE 0.35 and (11) GTE 0.35 
IF (4) GTE 0.35 and (14) GTE 0.35 
IF (4) GTE 0.35 and (15) GTE 0.35 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (11) GTE 0.35 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (14) GTE 0.35 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (15) GTE 0.35 
30 
21  = cash crop - cow herd 
22 = cash crop - dairy 
23 = cash crop - sow & litter (market) 
24 = cash crop - sow & litter (feeder pig) 
25 = cash crop - feeder pig 
26 = cash crop - ewe and lamb 
27 = cash crop - feeder lamb 
28 = cash crop - beef (non-cow herd) 
29 = cash crop - laying hen 
30 = beef - swine 
31  = beef - laying hen 
32 = dairy - swine 
33 = dairy - beef 
34 = dairy - laying hen 
36 = cow herd = backgrounding 
37 = cow herd - finishing 
38 = cow herd - backgrounding-finishing 
39 = cash crop - backgrounding 
40 = cash crop - finishing 
41  = cash crop - backgrounding-finishing APPENDIX TABLE A 
MEIHODS (CONT.) 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (22) GTE 0.35 
IF (2) GTE 0.35 and (23) GTE 0.35 
IF (2)  GTE 0.35 and (21) GTE 0.35 
IF (2)  GTE 0.35 AND (9) GTE 0.35 
IF (22) GTE 0.35 AND (9) GTE 0.35 
IF (5)  GTE 0.35 AND (9)  GTE 0.35 
IF (2)  GTE 0.65 and (3) GTE 0.40 
IF (2) GTE 0.65 and (3) GTE 0.40 and (17) LT .5 
IF (2) GTE 0.65 and (3) LT 0.40 and (17) GTE.5 
IF (4)  GTE 0.65  and  (25)  GT 10.0 and (1)  GTE 
5.0 
IF (4) GTE 0.65 and (25) GT 10.0 and  (1) LT 5.0 
IF (5)  GTE 0.65 and (26) GT 20.0 
IF (6)  GTE 0.65  and  (27)  GT 10.00 and  (18)  LT 
.55 
IF (6) GTE 0.65 and (27) GT 10.0 and (18) LT .55 
IF (18) GTE 0.55 and (20) GTE 0.65 
IF (21) GTE 0.65 and (28) GT 50.0 and (19) GTE 
.55 
IF (21) GTE 0.65 and (19) LT .55 
IF (8) GTE 0.65 and (29) GTE 500.0 
IF (9)  GTE 0.65 AND (30) GTE 500.0 
IF (11) GTE 0.65 
31 
42 = cash crop - beef 
43  = cash crop - swine 
44 = cash crop - sheep 
45  = cash crop - turkey 
46 = beef - turkey 
47 = dairy - turkey 
1 = cash crop dryland 
2 = cash crop irrigated 
3 = cash crop irrigated beets 
4 = stock-ranch cow herd 
5 = cow herd 
6 = dairy 
7 = sow & litter (market) 
8 = sow & litter (feeder pig) 
9 = feeder pig 
10 = ewe and lamb 
11  = feeder lamb 
12 = laying hen 
13 = turkey 
14 = 
15 = backgrounding 
16 = 
17 = IF (14) G1E 0.65 
IF (15) G1E 0.65 
All farms not meeting above 
APPENDIX TABLE A 
METIIODS (mNT.) 
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18 = beef-finishing 
19 = backgrounding finishing 
20 = 
35  = general farm SECI10N n 
WHOLE-FARM FARM MANAGEMENT DATA BANK 
K-MAR-I05 DIRECfORY AND RAW DATA FILE 
-SOURCES OF VARIABLES-
N01E: The Farm Management Data Bank contains 483 variables per farm for approximately 2,300 to 3,000 
farms for the years 1973 through 1992 and 689 variables per farm for about 2,300 to 2,500 farms for 1993 and 
future years.  See page 1 for a list of variables added or revised in the period 1973-93. 
33 INTRODUCfION 
Section II outlines indepth the original source of the variables stored on the Farm Management Whole-Farm 
Raw Data Bank and SAS Data Files.  As background information, the Raw and SAS Data Files contain 483 
variables per farm for approximately 2,300 to 3,000 farms for the years 1973 through 1992 and 689 variables 
per farm for about 2,300 to 2,500 farms for 1983 and future years.  Subsequent years' data will be added to 
the raw data file when made available.  These data files store data for farms enrolled in the Kansas Farm 
Management Association program.  For each farm, the variable values are on a per operator basis, except for 
wGross  Value of Crops" which includes the landlord's share of the value of crop production. 
Section II should be studied if  the user has any questions relating to the original source and/or definition of 
specific variables stored on the SAS or Raw Data Files.  For the information to be stored on either file,  a 
farm's data must first be processed through the K-MAR-105 Year-End Whole-Farm Business and Enterprise 
Analysis program.  The data for this computer program are derived from the input pages of the Kansas Farm 
Management Association Account Book. 
In Section II, the "ATIG" represents the Account, Transaction, Item, and General codes of the K-MAR-105 
Code System.  Each record transaction listed in the account book input pages includes a specific "ATIG" code. 
For example, the "ATIG" for raised beef sales is ·0110".  The Section Numbers in the documentation represent 
specific sections in the Year-End Whole-Farm Business and Enterprise Analysis printout. For example, "Gross 
Value of Crops" is obtained from. Section 38 of the analysis printout. 
The SAS  and Raw Data Files provide a means whereby extension, instruction, and research personnel can 
easily access the data bank to obtain information for numerous projects.  The accuracy of a data bank user's 
analysis will depend on the complete understanding of the original source of the data and  the definition of 
each variable.  This document can provide the necessary background information required by the user. 
34 WHOlE-FARM 
FARM MANAGEMENT DATA BANK 
K-MAR-105 DIRECfORY AND RAW DATA FIlE 
Source of Variables from Year-End Business Analysis 






01  Association No. 
02  County No. 
03  Farm Number 
05  Year of Data 
06  Farm Type 
07  Crop Acres 
08  Harvested Acres 
09  Production Man Work Units 
10  Capital Managed 
11  Gross Farm Income 
12  Net Farm Income 
13  Farm Summary Usage Code 
14  Family Living Summary Usage Code 
15  Business Organization Type 
16  Tax Code 
17  No. Operators 
18  No. Men 
19  No. Family Dependents 
20  Operator's Age 
21  Oldest Child's Age 
RETRlEV  AL FILE: 
01 
02 
01  Assn/Co/Farm No. 
02  Year of Data 
FAMa  Y UVING EXPENSES ($) 
01  Medical Care 
02  Contributions 
03  Health Insurance 
04  Interest 
05  Income, Social Security & Property Tax 
06  Food 
07  Clothing 
08  Household Operations 


































0054 10  Education  0055 
11  Furniture & Household Equip.  0056 
12  Gifts  0057 
13  Life Insurance  0058 
14  House Upkeep and Repairs  0059 
15  Utilities (Nonfarm)  007 
16  Auto Expense (Nonfarm)  008 
17  Total Itemized Deductions  004 
18  Total Family Living  005 
03  TAXES-FAMILY OlITSIDE INCOME AND EXPENSES ($)  ATIG 
01  Mise. Taxable Nonfarm Income  0010,0015, 
0016,0018, 
02  Nontaxable Income  0033-0038 
03  Child Care  0107 
04  Wages  0011,0019 
05  Rent & Royalties  0012,0014 
06  Dividends and Interest  0013,0017 
07  Nontaxable and Capital Receipts  0030-0032, 0039 
08  Nondeductible Nonfarm Expenses  0093-0098 
09  Nondeductible Transfers/Savings  0090-0092 
10  Nonfarm BUsiness Expenses  0100-0106 
11  Nonfarm Capital Purchases  0108-0109 
04  01  LIVESTOCK FEED DISAPPEARANCE ($)  Section 35 
05  LIVESTOCK. AND GRAIN SALES AND PURCHASES  ATI 
(Units, Pounds, Dollars) 
01  Raised Beef Sales  011 
02  Raised Dairy Sales  012 
03  Raised Sheep Sales  013 
04  Raised Swine Sales  014 
05  Raised Poultry Sales  016 
06  Poultry Purchases  040 
07  Feed Purchases  044 
08  Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales  061 
09  Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales  062 
10  Purchase for Resale, Sheep Sales  063 
11  Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales  064 
12  Purchase for Resale, Grain Futures Sales  066 
13  Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales  067 
14  Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases  071 
15  Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases  072 
16  Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases  073 
17  Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases  074 
18  Purchase for Resale, Grain Futures Purchase  076 
19  Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases  077 
20  Breeding LivestOCk,  Beef Sales  081 
21  Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales  082 
22  Breeding Livestock, Sheep Sales  083 
36 06 
23  Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales 
24  Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases 
25  Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases 
26  Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases 
27  Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases 
01HER UVESTOCK, MISCELLANEOUS INCOME, AND 
MACHINERY-BUllDING SALES-PURCHASES ($) 
01  Raised, Other Livestock 
02  Machine Work 
03  Patronage Refunds 
04  Gas Tax Refunds 
05  Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Sales 
06  Purchase for Resale, Other Livestock Purchases 
07  Breeding Livestock, Other Livestock Sales 
08  Basis of Machinery Sold 
09  Breeding LivestOCk,  Other Livestock Purchases 
10  Motor Vehicle Purchases 
11  MaChinery-Equipment Purchases 
12  Building Purchases 
13  Motor Vehicle-Machinery Sales 




















07  UVESTOCK, GRAIN, FORAGE, AND CASH CROP INVENTORIES-
08 
BEGINNING &  ENDING (Units, Pounds, Dollars)  ATIG 
01  Beef Feeders 
02  Beef Breeding Stock 
03  Dairy Breeding Stock 
04  Sheep Feeders 
05  Sheep Breeding Stock 
06  Swine Feeders 
07  Swine Breeding Stock 
08  Poultry 
09  Other Livestock 
10  Grain 
11  Hay and Forage 
12  Cash Field Crops 
13  Feed 
INVENTORY TABLE (BEGINNING &  ENDING) ($) 
01  Products-Supplies 
02  Fuel and Oil 
37 
561,  571,  5110-5116, 
5119 
581,591, 5117, 5118 
512,562,572,582,592 
563,  573,  5130-5136, 
5139 
583,593,5137,5138 











547-551, 553-557, 559, 
566, 576, 567, 577, 568, 578, 
569, 579 
552 03  Miscellaneous Assets  580, 590 
04  Motor Vehicles  586, 596 
05  Machinery - Equipment  587, 597 
06  Buildings  588, 598 
07  Owned Land  589,599 
08  Cash/Other Miscellaneous Assets  5010-5018, 503-505, 
507-509 
09  Seeds  5450-5455, 5457-5459 
10  Fertilizer  /Lime  546 
11  Herbicides!lnsecticides  558 
12  Crop Supplies  5420-5424,5427-5429 
13  Livestock Supplies  5425-5426 
14  Crop Insurance  5456 
09  FARM INOOME TIEMS, ACCRUAL ($)  ATI - SECTION 
01  Beef, Accrual  Section 35 
02  Dairy, Accrual  Section 35 
03  Sheep, Accrual  Section 35 
04  Swine, Accrual  Section 35 
05  Poultry, Accrual  Section 35 
06  Other Livestock, Futures, Accrual  Section 35 
07  Milk Product Sales, Accrual  022 +  122 
08  Egg Sales, Accrual  026 +  126 
09  Grain, Accrual  Section 35 
10  Hay-Forage, Accrual  Section 35 
11  Cash Crops, Accrual  Section 35 
12  Other Product Sales (Fruits, Hides, Other), Accrual  (066+067  +068+069-076-
077-078-079),  020,  021, 
023-025,  027-029,  566, 
567,  568,  569,  576,  577, 
578,579 
13  Product Inventory Change  520-539 
14  Government Payments, Accrual  036+136 
15  Other Income, Accrual  (080 +  087  +  088) - 090) 
030-035,037,038,039 
09A  CASH INOOME ($)  ATIG 
01  Milk Product Sales  022 
02  Egg Sales  026 
03  Other Product Sales  020, 021,  023-025,  027-
029(066 + 067 +068  + 069-
076-077-078-079) 
04  Government Payments  036 
05  Other Income  030-035, 037-039, 
(086 +  087  +  088) - 090) 
10  FARM CASH OPERATING EXPENSES ($)  ATIG 
01  Hired Labor  041 
02  Machinery Repairs  0420-0423 
03  Building Repairs  0425-0429 
04  Interest Paid  043 






06  Seed Expense 
07  Fertilizer and Lime 
08  Machine Hire 
09  Organization Fees, Other 
10  Vet-Medicine-Drugs 
11  Crop Storage-Marketing 
12  Livestock Marketing and Breeding 
13  Gas-Fuel-Oil 
14  Real Estates Taxes 
15  Personal Property Taxes 
16  General Farm Insurance 
17  Telephone and Electricity 
18  Cash Farm Rent 
19  Herbicide-Insecticide 
20  Conservation 
21  Auto Expense 
22  Irrigation Energy 
23  Dairy Expense 
24  Irrigation Repairs 
25  Crop Insurance 
26  Inventory Change 
DEPRECIATION ($) 
01  Motor Vehicles 
02  MaChinery-Equipment 
03  Buildings 
UNPAID FAMILY LABOR AND NET WORm 
OPPORTUNITY COST CHARGE ($) 
01  Interest on Current & Intermediate Assets 
02  Interest on Long-Term Assets 





























Family Labor Months x 1,875 
RAlE OF RE'IURNS AND NET WORm CHANGE (%) ($)  SECTION 
01  Rate of Return on Capital Managed (%) 
02  Rate of Return on Net Worth (%) 
03  Change in  Net Worth ($) 
CURRENT-IN1ERMEDIAlE ASSETS, LAND VALUE, AND 
CAPITAL MANAGED ($) 
01  Current &  Intermediate Assets 
02  Land Value, Owned 
03  Land Value, Rented 
04  Total Capital Managed 
ACRES-TOTAL, OWNED, AND REN1ED 
Acres Operated 
Irrigated Crop Acres 




















Total Crop Acres 
Pasture Acres 
Farmstead - Waste Acres 
CROP MACHINERY INVFSfMENT AND COSTS (S) 
01  Total Crop Machinery Investment 
02  Total Crop Machinery Costs 
LIVFSI'OCK NUMBERS-UNITS 
01  Beef Cows, Head 
02  Sheep, Ewes 
03  Swine, Utters 
04  Dairy Cows, Head 
05  Poultry, Head 
06  Turkey, Head 
LIVFSI'OCK WEANINGS-UNITS/POUNDS 
01  Beef, Calves Weaned 
02  Average CaJf Wean Wt., Pounds 
03  Sheep, Lambs Weaned 
04  Swine, Pigs Weaned 
05  First 30 Days 
06  Second 30 Days 
LIVFSI'OCK NUMBER-AVERAGE HEAD HANDLED 
01  Beef Feeders 
02  Sheep Feeders 
03  Swine Feeders 
LIVFSI'OCK BIRTIIS 
01  Beef, Calf Crop (%) 
02  Sheep, Lamb Crop (%) 
03  Swine, Pigs Weaned per Litter (Units) 
LIVFSI'OCK PRODUCTION (S) 
01  Dairy, Milk Receipts 
02  Poultry, Egg Receipts 
03  Beef, Accrual Dollars 
04  Sheep, Accrual Dollars 
05  Swine, Accrual Dollars 
CROPS-ACRES (IRR., DRY, TOTAL OWNED, REN1ED) 
01  Wheat 
02  Com 
03  Grain Sorghum . 
04  Soybeans 































Section 35 Production 
Section 35 Production 










06  Alfalfa Hay 
07  Silage 
08  Other Grain 
09  Other Hay 
10  Other Cash Crops 
CROPS-PRODUCTION (IRR., DRY, OWNED, REN1lID) 
01  Wheat 
02  Com 
03  Grain Sorghum 
04  Soybeans 
05  Brome-Fescue Seed 
06  Alfalfa Hay 
07  Silage 
GROSS CROP VALUE AND PRODUCTION COSTS ($) 
01  Total Gross Value of Crops 
02  Total Fertilizer Cost 
03  Total Crop Production Costs 
CURRENT AND LONG-1ERM LOANS AND ACCOUNTS 
RECEIVABLE (BEGINNING AND ENDING) ($) 
01  Current Loans 
02  Long-Term Loans 
03  Current Accts. Receivable 
04  Long-Term Accts. Receivable 
05  C & I Assets/C & I Loans 
06  Total Loans/Net Worth 
07  Capital Accounts 
CROP lABOR AND NET WORTH PERCENTAGES 
01  Crop Labor % 
02  C & I Asset Charge % 
03  Long-Term Asset Charge % 
27  NONFARM ASSETS AND LOANS, INTERMEDIAlE LOANS AND 
8181 
8185-8186 
8170-8171,  8174-8175, 
8177-8178 
8180,  8182-8184,  8187-
8189 
















1068, 1069, 180 
Section 32 
Section 32 





ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (BEGINNING &: ENDING) ($)  ATIG 
01  Nonfarm Cash 
02  Intermediate Loans 
03  Nonfarm Loans 
04  Intermediate Accts, Receivable 
05  Residence 
06  Nonfarm Investment 
07  Salable Stocks 
08  IRA, Annuity 
41 
5019, 5100, 5101 
1027, 196, 197 
104, 105, 107-109, 110 




5109 28  INCOMFJACCOUNTS RECENABLE ($) 
(Beginning & Ending) 
01  Crop Insurance Proceeds 
02  Custom Feeding 
03  Machine Work 
04  Patronage Refunds 
05  Government Payments 
06  Mise. Income 
07  Livestock Income 
08  Grain-Hay Income 
09  Resale-Other Income 
29  EXPENSFJACCOUNTS PAYABLE ($) 
(Beginning &  Ending) 
01  Labor Hired 
02  General Machinery Repairs 
03  Interest 
04  Feed Purchased 
05  Seed/Expense 
06  Fertilizer/L.ime 
07  Machine Hire 
08  Vet/Medicine!Drugs 
09  FueVOiVGas 
10  Property Tax 
11  Cash Farm Rent 
12  Herbicide!Insecticide 
13  Other Accounts Payable 
14  Crop Insurance 
30  ACCRUAL INCOMFJEXPENSE ($) 
(Cash + Beginning Inventory - Ending Inventory + 
Ending Accrual &pense - Beginning Accrual &pense) 
01  Hired Labor 
02  Machinery Repair 
03  Irrigation Repair 
04  Machine Hire 
05  Gas!FueVOil 
06  Auto Expense 
07  Seed Expense 
08  Fertilizer/Lime 
09  Dairy Expense 
10  Irrigation Energy 
11  Crop Marketing 
12  Herbicide!lnsecticide 
13  Feed Purchased 
14  Vet/Medicine!Drugs 
15  Livestock Marketing/Breeding 
16  Building Repair 
17  Conservation 













































043 19  Casb Farm Rent  057 
20  Organization Fees, Dues, Publications  048 
21  Real Estate Tax  0540-0541,0543-0549 
22  Personal Property Tax  0542 
23  General Farm Insurance  055 
24  Utilities  056, 007 (Farm %) 
25  Crop Insurance  0456 
31  RAISED CROP INCOME (UNITS, POUNDS, DOll.ARS) 
01  Barley  0171 
02  Com  0172 
03  Grain Sorgbum  0173 
04  Oats  0174 
05  Rye  0175 
06  Wheat  0176 
07  Triticale  0177 
08  Other Grain  0178 
09  Crop Insurance Proceeds  0179 
10  Grain Income  0170 
11  Alfalfa  0181 
12  Brome/Fescue/Bermuda  0182 
13  Prairie Hay  0183 
14  Other Hay  0184 
15  Com Silage  0185 
16  Sorghum Silage/Other Silage  0186 
17  Straw  0187 
18  Cereal!Residue Pasture  0188 
19  Temporary Pasture  0189 
20  Hay &  Forage Income  0180 
21  Soybeans  0191 
22  Pinto Beans  0192 
23  Brome-Fescue Seed  0193 
24  Lespedeza-Clover Seed  0194 
25  Cotton  0195 
26  Popcorn  0196 
27  Sunflowers  0197 
28  Alfalfa Seed  0198 
29  Summer Fallow/Other  0199 
30  Cash Crop Income  0190 
43 SECI10NID 
FARM MANAGEMENT WHOlE-FARM DATA BANK SYSTEM 
K-MAR-I05 RAW DATA FilE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
N01E: The Farm Management Data Bank contains 483 variables per farm for approximately 2,300 to 3,000 
farms for the years 1973 through 1992 and 689 variables per farm for about 2,300 to 2,500 farms for 1993 and 
future years.  See page 1 for a list of variables added or revised  in  the period 1973-93. 
44 INTRODUCTION 
Section TIl outlines indepth the variables stored on the Farm Management Whole-Farm Raw Data Bank for 
use with the K-MAR-105 Retrieval System.  This file contains 483 variables per farm for approximately 2,300 
to 3,000 farms for the years 1973 through 1992 and 689 variables per farm for about 2,300 to 2,500 farms for 
1993 and future years.  SUbsequent years' data will be added to the raw data file when made available. 
The data sources are farms enrolled in the Kansas Farm Management Association program.  For each farm, 
the variable values  are on a  per operator basis,  except  the ·Gross Value of Crops",  which  includes  the 
landlord's share of the value of crop production. 
Section TIl  must be used when utilizing the K-MAR-I05 Retrieval System to access data from the raw data 
file.  The Retrieval System includes numerous programs, such as  the ·Summary and Analysis" and "Whole-
Farm Factor Retrieval".  For example, the Summary and Analysis program can be used to provide an aggregate 
analysis of farms  for a given variable such as county, farm  type, or business organization.  If  desired, range 
values can be inserted on certain variables, such as crop acres or gross farm income.  Dual breakdowns also 
can be done, such as an analysis of farms on crop acres by farm  type. 
The variables are accessed through the use of the "Table" and "Item" numbers listed under the "Directory File" 
and "Retrieval File".  Each variable has a four-digit number.  For example, if an analysis on "Operator's Age" 
is  desired,  then  the variable number would  be  ·0020"  as  obtained  from  Table 00.  For tables  that have 
numerous values, the formula listed with the table is used to obtain the desired variable number.  For example, 
if  the "Ending Dollar Value for Swine Breeding Stock" from Table 07 is desired, the formula listed with Table 
07 is  used to obtain the variable number of "0741". 
The K-MAR-I05 Retrieval system provides a means whereby extension, instruction, and research personnel 
can easily access the raw data bank to obtain aggregate farm analysis of specific farms for numerous projects. 
Thus, every user has access to the raw data bank information through a simple, but standardized, procedure. 
45 WHOLE-FARM 
FARM MANAGEMENT DATA BANK 






01  Association No. 
02  County No. 
03  Farm Number 
04  Retrieval ID 
05  Year of Data 
06  Farm Type 
07  Crop Acres 
08  Harvested Acres 
09  Production Man Work Units 
10  Capital Managed 
11  Gross Farm Income 
12  Net Farm Income 
13  Farm Summary Usage Code 
14  Family Living Summary Usage Code 
15  Business Organization Type 
16  Tax Code 
17  No. Operators 
18  No. Men 
19  No.  Family Dependents 
20  Operator's Age 
21  Oldest Child's Age 
RETRIEV  AI... FILE: 
01  01  Assn/Co/Farm No. 
02  Year of Data 
02  FAMILY UVING EXPENSES ($) 
01  Medical Care 
02  Contributions 
03  Health Insurance 
04  Interest 
05  Income~ Social Security, & Property Tax 
06  Food 
(JI  Clothing 
08  Household Operations 
09  Personal-Recreation 
10  Education 
11  Furniture & Household Equip. 
12  Gifts 
13  Life Insurance 
14  House Upkeep and Repairs 
46 TABLE  ITEM 
15  Utilities (Nonfarm) 
16  Auto Expense (Nonfarm) 
17  Total Itemized Deductions 
18  Total Family Living 
03  TAXES-FAMILY UVING-OursIDE INCOME AND EXPENSES ($) 
01  Mise. Taxable Nonfarm Income 
02  Nontaxable Income 
03  Child Care 
04  Wages 
05  Rent &  Royalties 
06  Dividends and Interest 
07  Nontaxable and Capital Receipts 
08  Nondeductible Nonfarm Receipts 
09  Nondeductible Transfers/Savings 
10  Nonfarm Business Expenses 
11  Nonfarm Capital Purchases 
04  OJ  LIVESTOCK FEED DISAPPEARANCE ($) 
05  LIVESTOCK AND GRAIN SALES AND PURCHASES 
(Formula = 4A + B - 4) 
Raised Beef Sales (11) 
Raised Dairy Sales (12) 
Raised Sheep Sales (13) 
Raised Swine Sales (14) 
Raised Poultry Sales (16) 
Poultry Purchases (40) 
Feed Purchases (44) 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Sales (61) 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Sales (62) 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Sales (63) 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Sales (64) 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Sales (66) 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Sales (67) 
Purchase for Resale, Beef Purchases (71) 
Purchase for Resale, Dairy Purchases (72) 
Purchase for Resale, Sheep Purchases (73) 
Purchase for Resale, Swine Purchases (74) 
Purchase for Resale, Grain Future Purchases (76) 
Purchase for Resale, Grain-Hay-Forage Purchases (77) 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Sales (81) 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Sales (82) 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Sales (83) 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Sales (84) 
Breeding Livestock, Beef Purchases (91) 
Breeding Livestock, Dairy Purchases (92) 
Breeding Livestock, Sheep Purchases (93) 
Breeding Livestock, Swine Purchases (94) 
47 
1  TI=l 
2  UNITS =2 
3  POUNDS =3 




























01HER UVESTOCK MISCEL. INCOME, AND MACHINERY AND 
BUIlDING SALES-PURCHASES (S) 
(Formula =  2A + B-2)  A 
Raised, Other Livestock (15)  1 
Machine Work (32)  2 
Patronage Refunds (35)  3 
Gas Tax Refunds (37)  4 
Purchase for Resale, Other Lvst. Sales (65)  5 
Purchase for Resale, Other Lvst. Purchases (75)  6 
Breeding Livestock, Other Lvst. Sales (85)  7 
Basis of Machinery Sold (90)  8 
Breeding Livestock, Other Lvst. Purchases (95)  9 
Motor Vehicle Purchases (96)  10 
Machinery-Equipment Purchases (97)  11 
Building Purchases (98)  12 
Motor Vehicle - Machinery Sales (086, 087)  13 
Building Sales (088)  14 
UVESTOCK GRAIN, FORAGE, AND CASH CROP INVENTORIES; 




(Formula =  6A + 2B  + C - 8, 
IP B = 2, ADD 1) 
Beef Feeders 
Beef Breeding Stock 
















UNITS  = 1 
POUNDS =2 
DOLLARS =3 
Sheep Breeding Stock 
Swine Feeders 




Hay and Forage 






MISe. ASSETS. LAND, MACHINERY - EQUIPMENT, AND BUllDING 
INVENTORIES BEGINNING AND ENDING (S) 
(Formula =  2A + B-2)  A 
Products, Miscellaneous Supplies  1 
Fuel and Oil  2 
Miscellaneous Assets  3 
Motor Vehicles  4 
MaGhinery - Equipment  5 
Buildings  6 
Owned Land  7 
Cash/Other Miscellaneous Assets  8 
Seeds  9 
Fenilizer/Lime  10 
Herbicidesllnsecticides  11 
Crop Supplies  12 
Livestock Supplies  13 









FARM INCOME fIEMS, ACCRUAL ($) 
01  Beef Accrual 
02  Dairy, Accrual 
03  Sheep, Accrual 
04  Swine, Accrual 
05  Poultry, Accrual 
06  Other Livestock, Futures, Accrual 
00  Milk Product Sales, Accrual 
08  Egg Sales, Accrual 
09  Grain, Accrual 
10  Hay-Forage, Accrual 
11  Cash Crops, Accrual 
12  Other Product Sales (Fruits, Hides, Other), Accrual 
13  Product Inventory Change 
14  Government Payments, Accrual 
15  Other Income, Accrual 
CASH INCOME ($) 
01  Milk Product Sales 
02  Egg Sales 
03  Other Product Sales 
04  Government Payments 
05  Other Income 
FARM CASH OPERATING EXPENSES ($) 
01  Hired Labor 
02  Machinery Repairs 
03  Building Repairs 
04  Interest Paid 
05  Feed Purchases 
06  Seed Expense 
07  Fertilizer and Lime 
08  Machine Hire 
09  Organization Fees, Other 
10  Vet-Medicine-Drugs 
11  Crop Storage-Marketing 
12  Livestock Marketing & Breeding 
13  Gas-Fuel-Oil 
14  Real Estate Taxes 
15  Personal Property Taxes 
16  General Farm Insurance 
17  Telephone & Electricity 
18  Cash Farm Rent 
19  Herbicide and Insecticide 
20  Conservation 
21  Auto Expense 
22  Irrigation Energy 
23  Dairy Expense  . 
24  Irrigation Repairs 
25  Crop Insurance 













01  Motor Vehicles 
02  Machinery-Equipment 
03  Buildings 
UNPAID FAMILY LABOR AND NET WORm OPPORTUNITY COST CHARGE ($) 
01  Interest on Current & Intermediate Assets 
02  Interest on Long-Term Assets 
03  Unpaid Family Labor 
RATE OF RE1URNS AND NET WORm CHANGE 
01  Rate of Return on Capital Managed (%) 
02  Rate of Return on Net Worth (%) 
03  Change in Net Worth (S) 
CURRENT-INTERMEDIATE ASSETS, LAND VALUE, AND CAPITAL MANAGED ($) 
01  Current & Intermediate Assets 
02  Land Value, Owned 
03  Land Value, Rented 
04  Total Capital Managed 
ACRFS-TOTAL, OWNED, AND REN1ED 
(Formula = 3A + B-3) 
Acres Operated 
Irrigated Crop Acres 
Dryland Crop Acres 
Total Crop Acres 
Pasture Acres 
Farmstead - Waste Acres 
CROP MACHINERY INVESTMENT AND COSTS 
01  Total Crop Machinery Investment 
02  Total Crop Machinery Costs 
LIVESTOCK NUMBERS (UNITS) 
01  Beef Cows, Head 
02  Sheep, Ewes 
03  Swine, Litters 
04  Dairy Cows, Head 
05  Poultry, Head 
06  Turkey, Head 
LIVESTOCK WEANINGS-UNITSIPOUNDS 
01  Beef, Calves Weaned 
02  Avg.  Calf Wean Wt., Pounds 
03  Sheep, Lambs Weaned 
04  Swine, Pigs Weaned 
05  % Births First 30 Days 
06  % Births Second 30 Days 
LIVESTOCK NUMBER-AVERAGE HEAD HANDLED 
01  Beef Feeders 
02  Sheep Feeders 






















01  Beef, Calf Crop (%) 
02  Sheep, Lamb Crop (%) 
03  Swine, Pigs Weaned per Litter (Units) 
UVESTOCK PRODUCTION ($) 
01  Dairy, Milk Receipts 
02  Poultry, Egg Receipts 
03  Beef, Accrual Dollars 
04  Sheep, Accrual Dollars 
05  Swine, Accrual Dollars 
CROPS-ACRES (Irr  .. Dry, Total, Owned, Rented) 
(Formula =  6A + 2B  =  C - 8, 
IP B =  2, ADD 1)  A 
Wheat  1 
~m  2 
Grain Sorghum  3 
Soybeans  4 
Brome-Fescue Seed  5 
Alfalfa Hay  6 
Silage  7 
Other Grain  8 
Other Hay  9 
Other Cash Crops  10 
CROPS-PRODUCTION (Irr  .. Dry, Owned, Rented) 























GROSS CROP VALUE AND PRODUCTION COSTS ($) 
01  Total Gross Value of Crops 
02  Total Fertilizer ~st 
03  Total Crop Production ~sts 
!; 
TOTAL  = 1 




CURRENT AND LONG-'IERM LOANS AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE; 
BEGINNING AND ENDING 
(Formula =  2A + B-2) 
Current Loans 
Long-Term Loans 
Current Accts. Receivable 
Long-Term Accts. Receivable 
C & I Assets/C & I Loans 




















01  Crop Labor % 
02  C &  I Asset Charge % 
03  Long-Term Asset Charge % 
NONFARM ASSETS AND IN1ERMEDIATE LOANS AND ACCOUNI'S 
RECEIV  ABU! (BEGINNING AND ENDING) ($) 
01  Nonfarm Cash 
02  Intermediate Loans 
03  Nonfarm Loans 
04  Intermediate Accts. Receivable 
05  Residence 
06  Nonfarm Investment 
07  Salable Stock 
08  IRA, Annuity 
INCOMEJACCOUNI'S RECEIVABLE ($) 
(Formula =  2A + B-2) 









EXPENSFJACCOUNI'S PAYABLE ($) 
(Formula =  2A + B-2) 
Labor Hired 









Cash Farm Rent 
Herbicide!Insecticide 
Other Accounts Payable 
Crop Insurance 


























(Cash + Beginning InventOry - Ending Inventory + 
Ending Aa:ruaI &pense - Beginning Aa:ruaI &pense) 
01  Hired Labor 
02  Machinery Repair 
03  Irrigation Repair 
04  Machine Hire 
05  Gas!FueVOil 









07  Seed Expense 
08  Fertilizer/Lime 
09  Dairy Expense 
10  Irrigation Energy 
11  Crop Marketing 
12  Herbicide!lnsecticide 
13  Feed Purchased 
14  Vet/Medicine/Drugs 
15  Livestock Marketing/Breeding 
16  Building Repairs 
17  Conservation 
18  Interest 
19  Cash Farm Rent 
20  Organization Fees, Dues, Publications 
21  Real Estate Tax 
22  Personal Property Tax 
23  General Farm Insurance 
24  Utilities 
25  Crop Insurance 
RAISED CROP INCOME (UNITS, POUNDS, DOLlARS) 









Crop Insurance Proceeds 
Grain Income 
Alfalfa 


















Cash Crop Income 
A  ~ 
1  UNITS =  1 
2  POUNDS =2 
3  DOLLARS=3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 